study to evaluate the validity and power of the test statistics in various settings, including incomplete family rates, marker/disease-locus linkage disequilibrium patterns, and population models. We perform analysis for all possible combinations of the markers being considered. A permutation-based Monte Carlo procedure is devised to determine the significance of the tests; the corrected global p values taking into account of multiple testing are used for inferences. The results show that HAP-1-PAT and HAP-C-PAT would work well even under the population stratification demographic model and assortative mating demographic model. Furthermore, for the disease models considered, there are significant gains in power from haplotype analysis compared to single-marker analysis, and from combined analysis using HAP-C-PAT compared to analysis using HAP-PAT for the complete family data only. 
trios, Weinberg et al. [1] introduced a versatile framework of the log-linear model to test for parent-of-origin effects, maternal effects, and linkage disequilibrium (LD). Weinberg [2] developed the parental-asymmetric test (PAT) in the case of no maternal genotype effects and found that PAT is very simple and powerful. The log-linear approach [1] can work well and is robust against population stratification, but it is difficult to extend the approach to general nuclear families or haplotypes [3] . On the other hand, because complex traits are often associated with multiple (interacting) markers [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , haplotype-based analysis has gained increasing attention as it could potentially be more efficient than a single-marker-based analysis. As such, Becker et al. [3] proposed an extension of PAT, the HAP-PAT, to test for parent-of-origin effects using multiple tightly linked markers in the case of nuclear families with two genotyped parents and multiple affected children. They found that the relative performance of haplotype analysis versus single-marker analysis depends strongly on the marker/disease-locus LD pattern; the gain in power for haplotype analysis can be significant in most cases.
In practical studies, there may be some families for which only the genotypes of one parent are available, and as such, HAP-PAT is not applicable to such data. Since incorporation of information from these incomplete nuclear families would likely lead to appreciable increase in the statistical power of a test, it would be desirable to extend HAP-PAT to accommodate such families with incomplete data. By incomplete families, we refer to nuclear families with missing data for one, but not both , parents, because nuclear families with data missing for both parents are not informative for testing for parent-of-origin effects [10] . In the literature, some statistical tests have been developed for testing parent-of-origin effects with incomplete family data when a single marker is considered. Rampersaud et al. [10] suggested the combined likelihood ratio test (Combined LRT), an extension of Weinberg et al. [1] , for testing for parent-of-origin effects in the presence of missing parental genotypes by incorporating additional information from the genotypes of unaffected siblings to improve inference of missing parental data. Zhou et al. [11] , on the other hand, proposed the 1-PAT for incomplete families, and C-PAT for a data set with both complete and incomplete families, and showed that C-PAT is more powerful than Combined LRT.
In this paper, we focus on analyzing multiple tightly linked markers jointly. When only one parent is available for each family with an arbitrary number of affected children, we develop a haplotype-based statistic, HAP-1-PAT, to test for parent-of-origin effects. We further propose HAP-C-PAT, which is amenable with a dataset comprising both complete and incomplete families. We carry out a simulation study to evaluate the validity and power of the test statistics in various settings of missing father rates, incomplete family rates, parent-of-origin effects, haplotype diversity, marker/disease-locus LD patterns and population models. We perform analyses for all possible combinations of the markers being considered. A permutation-based Monte Carlo procedure is devised to determine the significance of the tests; the corrected global p values taking into account of multiple testing are used for inferences. The results show that HAP-1-PAT and HAP-C-PAT would work well even under the population stratification demographic model and assortative mating demographic model. Furthermore, for the disease models considered, there are significant gains in power from haplotype analysis compared to single-marker analysis, and from combined analysis using HAP-C-PAT compared to analysis using HAP-PAT for the complete family data only.
Methods

Background and Notation
We consider m tightly linked markers so that the recombination frequency between any pair can be assumed to be zero. A child inherits one copy of each parent's two haplotypes with equal probability, and the maternal haplotype (the copy inherited from the mother) and the paternal haplotype (the copy inherited from the father) are assumed to be inherited independently. We term any nonempty subset Q of the marker set {1, 2, …, m } as a 'marker combination' [12] . For a marker combination Q , let H = { h 1 , h 2 , …, h n } be the set of all haplotypes (compatible with the observed genotype data) and ⌰ = { 1 , 2 , …, n } be the corresponding population haplotype frequencies.
Suppose D and d are the disease and normal alleles at a disease susceptibility locus (DSL). Let P D denote the frequency of disease allele D , and let
at the DSL, respectively, where the allele before / is paternal and the allele after / is maternal. The parent-of-origin effects are measured by the degree of imprinting
, which is half the difference of the two heterozygote penetrances, with I = 0 indicating no parent-of-origin effects. Furthermore, I ranges from
(complete maternal parent-of-origin effect) [13] . For convenience, we also represent the genotype relative risks as [14] .
Like Weinberg [2] , Becker et al. [3] , and Hu et al. [15] , we need to make some assumptions throughout the paper. We assume that there is no maternally-mediated genetic effects, i.e., there is no maternal genotype effects on the phenotype of her children. Mat-ing symmetry in the population is also presumed. When some parental genotypes are missing, we assume that the missingness of a parental genotype is independent of his/her underlying genotype [16] . For incomplete families, we further assume that the haplotype configurations of the underlying complete nuclear family conditional on the observed data have the same distributions irrespective of whether it is the father's, or the mother's genotype that is missing.
Existing Methods
We begin by describing two existing single-marker analysis methods for detecting parent-of-origin effects. Suppose the marker locus of interest has two alleles, M 1 and M 2 . For convenience, let 0, 1 and 2 represent the marker genotypes M 2 M 2 , M 1 M 2 and M 1 M 1 , respectively. We also let F , M and C represent the genotypes of the father, mother and child, respectively, and therefore F , M and C take possible values of 0, 1 or 2. For n C case-parents trios with known marker genotypes for the father, mother, and affected child, Weinberg [2] proposed the following PAT to test for parent-of-origin effects 2 , 1
PAT ,
is the number of case-parents trios with heterozygous child in which the father carries more (fewer) copies of marker allele M 1 than the mother, i.e., the number of heterozygous children who inherit marker allele M 1 from the father (mother).
For n I case-parent pairs with known marker genotypes for the available parent and affected child (comprising n M case-mother pairs and n F case-father pairs), the 1-PAT statistic was developed by Zhou et al. [11] as follows , 1
is the number of heterozygous children with homozygous mother M = 0 ( M = 2), i.e., the number of heterozygous children whose marker allele M 1 is inherited from the father (mother) in n M case-mother pairs; N F 1 C , C = 1 and N F ! C , C = 1 are respectively the numbers of heterozygous children whose marker allele M 1 is inherited from the father and mother in n F case-father pairs. It is noted that under the null hypothesis of no parent-of-origin effects the joint genotype distribution of the case-mother pair and that of the case-father pair are the same [15] . Therefore, we have
, and then the expectation of w (
Becker et al. [3] extended PAT to a haplotype-based statistic, HAP-PAT, for data from complete nuclear families. Suppose we have n C independent complete nuclear families, each with known marker genotypes for the father, mother, and affected offspring. 
Method for Incomplete Family Data -Only One Parent Is Available
We first consider the case with complete phase information. Suppose we have n M incomplete nuclear families with the mothers available and n F incomplete nuclear families with the fathers available. The total number of incomplete nuclear families is denoted by n I = n M + n F . If there are n j affected children in the j -th incomplete family, then we have n CMP = ⌺ n j M = 1 n j case-mother pairs and n CFP = ⌺ n j I = n M + 1 n j case-father pairs. For the n M incomplete nuclear families with the mothers available, we construct a parent-of-origin contingency table ( t Mik ) n ! 2 with rows representing different haplotypes and columns representing parental origin (paternal or maternal). More precisely, for each i (1 ^ i ^ n ), t Mi 1 is the total number of heterozygous children who inherit haplotype h i from the father and t Mi 2 is the total number of heterozygous children who inherit haplotype h i from the mother. In other words, each heterozygous child contributes two counts to the table. For example, if the mother has phase-known genotype ( h 1 , h 2 ) and her heterozygous child has ( h 1 , h 3 ) for the marker combination Q , then this child contributes one unit to the ' h 1 row' and 'maternal column' (i.e., t M 12 ) and one unit to the ' h 3 row' and 'paternal column' (i.e., t M 31 ), respectively. For the n F incomplete nuclear families with the fathers available, we construct another parent-of-origin contingency table ( t Fik ), 1 ^ i ^ n , 1 ^ k ^ 2, where t Fi 1 and t Fi 2 are similarly defined for each haplotype h i .
Using both kinds of incomplete nuclear families (either with missing father or missing mother), we consider the weighted sum
as contribution to evidence of parent-of-origin effects for haplotype h i , where the weight w = n CFP /( n CMP + n CFP ). An omnibus test (combining evidence from all n haplotypes) is then devised as follows:
The asymptotic distribution of HAP-1-PAT is unclear, so we develop a permutation procedure to assess its significance. It is noted that the variance of the square root of the numerator has a cross-product term (see the expression of 1-PAT), but it is being omitted from the denominator of (1) for simplicity, which would not affect the validity of the test because the significance is being assessed by permutation method. Note that, under the null hy-pothesis of no parent-of-origin effects, the joint genotype distribution of incomplete nuclear families with missing father and that of incomplete nuclear families with missing mother are the same, i.e., the joint genotype distribution of the available parent and his/her children is independent of this parent's sex, which leads to the following permutation-based Monte Carlo procedure to find the p value of HAP-1-PAT. Without loss of generality, we assume that, in a sample with n I incomplete nuclear families, the first n M are families with missing fathers while the remaining n F = n I -n M are with missing mothers. We permute the order of the families to obtain a new sample with the same size n I . The first n M families in the permuted sample are now relabeled as missing fathers, and the remaining n F families are treated as having missing mothers. The resulted value from (1) based on the permuted sample is denoted as HAP-1-PAT * 1 . Repeating this permutation procedure B times leads to a collection, {HAP-1-PAT * 1 , ..., HAP-1-PAT * B }, of the HAP-1-PAT statistic under the null hypothesis of no parent-of-origin effects for marker combination Q ( H Q 0 ) . From this estimated sampling distribution, we find the (uncorrected) p value of HAP-1-PAT for the observed data as follows
where ͉ ؒ ͉ denotes the number of elements of a set. We now turn our attention to the case in which phased haplotypes cannot always be inferred unambiguously. Let G j be the observed genotypes of all members in the j -th family, 1 ^ j ^ n I , and G = { G j } be the collection of genotype data from all n I families. For haplotype h i D H , since each t of four quantities t Mi 1 , t Mi 2 , t Fi 1 , and t Fi 2 in HAP-1-PAT cannot be directly calculated, we re-
, where the summation is over all the possible haplotype explanations Z compatible with G . Note that this is one way, but definitely not the only way, for constructing a statistic with incomplete (unphased genotype) data, a frequently employed technique for non-parametric tests, such as the one proposed in (1) . The probability Z = P ( Z ͉ G ) can be interpreted as a weight to signify the likelihood of haplotype Z given the observed data. It can be expressed in terms of population haplotype frequencies, which are estimated by the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [17] in our simulation study. The corresponding significance is also obtained via the permutation procedure as in the phase known case.
We now describe, in more details, how one may calculate the expected contribution of the data to each entry t in the contingency table. First note that since the families in a sample are regarded as independent, the expected contribution to the table from each family can be calculated separately. More specifically, for family j , let s j be the number of possible haplotype explanations that are compatible with the observed genotypes G j . For haplotype h i and the l -th haplotype explanation in the j -th family, denote the total numbers of heterozygous children who inherit haplotype h i from the father and mother for the l -th haplotype explanation as t Mijl 1 and t Mijl 2 , respectively (for 1 ^ j ^ n M ), or as t Fijl 1 and t Fijl 2 , respectively (for n M ! j ^ n I ). Then the following four quantities 
Multiple Testing
In equation (1), we propose a statistic to test for parent-oforigin effects for a given marker combination Q . However, prior to any analysis it is usually unknown as to which marker combination provides the greatest power for testing for parent-of-origin effects. For each marker combination Q (out of a total of 2 m -1), let H Q 0 be the null hypothesis, as defined before, and let HAP-1-PAT Q be the corresponding test statistic associated with it. This amounts to a fairly complicated multiple testing problem, as all the test statistics are correlated. Therefore, as in Becker et al. and Becker and Knapp [3, 12] , we consider H 0 = ʝ Q H Q 0 , which corresponds to the global null hypothesis that there is no parentof-origin effects for any marker combination. As argued in the above references, a small p min = min Q p Q 0 would provide evidence against the null hypothesis, where p Q 0 is the (uncorrected) p value of the test statistic HAP-1-PAT Q for the null hypothesis H Q 0 . To assess whether p min is sufficiently small to warrant the rejection of H 0 , one needs to compare p min to its sampling distribution under H 0 . This can be accomplished by recycling the permuted samples (data generated under H 0 to estimate p Q 0 ) without much further computational burden. Furthermore, it has been shown that such a procedure for multiplicity adjustment can lead to considerable power gains [12] .
Method for a Mixture of Complete and Incomplete Families
Now suppose we have a mixture of n C complete families and n I incomplete families (with n M missing fathers and n F missing mothers). We propose the following combined statistic to test for parent-of-origin effects:
It is noted from the combined statistic that the contribution of families with both parents and that of families with only one parent are the same [16] . However, different weights for the complete and incomplete families (say and (1 -), respectively) can be entertained if so desire. For example, can be set to be a function of the relative sample sizes and the relative informativeness of these two types of families. Significance of HAP-C-PAT is determined via the Monte Carlo procedures as described above. Note that we jointly employ the estimation methods for complete nuclear families [18] and for incomplete nuclear families [17] to estimate haplotype frequencies for the combined data.
Simulation Study
A simulation study is conducted to assess the performance of the proposed test under various settings of parameter values. In the following, we will discuss, in turn, the settings for parent-of-origin effect and genotype relative risks, missing father and incomplete family rates, marker/disease-locus LD patterns and haplotype diversity scenarios in the single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers, and population models. In all the simulations, the total number of families (complete or incomplete) is fixed at 200, and each family is assumed to have two affected offspring. The nominal significance level is set at 5%.
Settings
PEM Models
The relative risk with two copies of the disease allele, ␥ 2 , is fixed at 2. Because of symmetry of paternal and maternal parent-of-origin effects under the assumption of no maternal effects, it suffices to consider the following three models that represent various scenarios of imprinting degree: no parent-of-origin effects (PEM0: ␥ 1 p = ␥ 1 m = 1.5), incomplete maternal parent-of-origin effect (PEM1: ␥ 1 p = 2, ␥ 1 m = 1.5), and complete maternal parent-of-origin effect (PEM2: ␥ 1 p = 2, ␥ 1 m = 1). The disease allele frequency P D is set to be either 0.25 or 0.5, depending on the population model considered.
Missing Rates For convenience, a parameter ␤ = P (the missing parent is father ͉ one parent is missing in a family) is introduced, which means that for each one-parent family the probability that the father is missing is ␤ and the probability that the mother is missing is 1-␤ . It is termed missing father rate (among incomplete families) hereafter for ease of reference. The missing father rate ␤ ranges from 0.2 to 0.8 in increments of 0.1 in the first simulation and is fixed at 0.5 in all the remaining simulations in this section. The incomplete family rate is defined as the ratio Table 1 . Classification of all 22 family types for incomplete nuclear families each with father/mother and two children, together with the joint probabilities of phase-known genotypes of each family type
Joint probability of the number of incomplete families to that of all families. The incomplete family rate ranges within the interval 0-1. Note that HAP-C-PAT is reduced to HAP-PAT when the incomplete family rate is 0 and to HAP-1-PAT when is 1.
LD Patterns and Haplotype Diversity (HD) Scenarios
Our HD structure and LD patterns over a 5-SNPs system follow that in Becker et al. [3] to facilitate comparison with HAP-PAT. The middle three markers (SNPs 2-4) are regarded as the core SNPs while the two end markers (SNPs 1 and 5) are interpreted as markers on the border of the LD region. Three HD scenarios for the three core SNPs are given as A, B, and C in table 2 . As explained [3] , scenario A depicts a setting without evidence for historical recombinations, whereas scenario B cannot be explained without at least one historical recombination event. Under scenario C, all haplotypes at the core region exist. Four marker/disease-locus LD patterns for the core SNPs Population Models Three population models are considered: homogeneous population model (HPM), population stratification demographic model (PSM) and assortative mating demographic model (AMM) [11, 19] . In the homogeneous population model, we consider 12 combinations of three parameters, ( P D , LD, HD), with P D = 0.25, LD = LD1 -LD4, and HD = A -C. The population stratification demographic model consists of two very different homogeneous subpopulations. It is assumed that the families are ascertained from the first subpopulation with probability 0.6 and from the second one with 0.4. In the first subpopulation, we set ( P D , LD, HD) = (0.25, LD1, A), whereas in the second subpopulation, ( P D , LD, HD) = (0.5, LD4, C). Finally, in the assortative mating demographic model, we set ( P D , LD, HD) = (0.25, LD2, B). We assume that 70% of the families were generated through random mating and 30% of the families were generated through assortative mating where the father and mother have the same affection status.
To generate data under each of the three population models, we first simulate the father's and mother's haplotypes at the 5 SNP markers and a DSL based on the specified setting of ( P D , LD, HD). Then, the haplotypes of the children are generated from the parents' haplotypes assuming no recombination. The affection status of the parents and their children are assigned according to their genotypes at the DSL and the corresponding four risks
The simulated haplotype data are converted to the multiple-locus genotype data prior to analysis. From these genotype data, we begin by estimating the haplotype frequencies, inferring the phase and then calculating the statistic HAP-C-PAT.
We assess the actual type I error rate and power of HAP-C-PAT based on 1,000 replicates. For each replicate, the global p values are determined on the basis of 1,000 Monte Carlo samples as described in the Methods section. The actual type I error rates/powers are estimated as the proportions of simulated data sets of rejecting the null hypothesis of no parent-of-origin effects at significance level 5% when the null/alternative hypothesis holds.
Sizes and Powers of HAP-1-PAT
We begin by exploring the effect of various missing father rates (or ␤ values) on the performance of HAP-1-PAT when the sum n M + n F is fixed at 200 and the population model is assumed to be HPM. Simulations under the null hypothesis of no parent-of-origin effects (PEM0) yield the simulated type I error rates of HAP-1-PAT. Table 3 shows that the actual sizes of HAP-1-PAT based on both single-marker analysis and haplotype analysis are generally quite close to the nominal 5% level, with almost all within two standard errors (0.014 = 2ͱ0.05 ! 0.95/1000) from 0.05. Simulations under the alternative hypothesis of parent-of-origin effects (PEM1 and PEM2) are performed to compare powers of haplotype-based analysis versus those of single-marker analysis. Shown in figure 1 are the results for three of the 12 ( P D , LD, HD) combinations, when P D and LD are fixed to be 0.25 and LD2 (haplotype association), respectively, while HD varies from A to C. As can be seen from the figure, haplotype analysis generally has more power regardless of the PEM models, HD scenarios, or ␤ values. However, the gain in power is more profound for PEM2 (complete imprinting), as expected, and for HD = A (no historical recombinations). The latter observation is not surprising either, because under HD scenario A, the LD between markers is the strongest, leading to a greater power gain for haplotype analysis, which is consistent with results in Becker et al. [3] . The observed general patterns hold for the other nine combinations of ( P D , LD, HD), although the powers for haplotype and single-marker analyses are comparable for LD1 and LD3. We defer further discussion on this to the next segment. As expected, it is observed from the figure that the effect of ␤ on the power of HAP-1-PAT is non-negligible, with the maximum power occurring when the missing rates are the same for father and mother (i.e., ␤ = 0.5). For simplicity, we fix ␤ = 0.5 for the remaining simulations.
Sizes and Powers of HAP-C-PAT
We consider three incomplete family rates : 100, 50, 0%, with the total number of families fixed at 200. Again, all 12 combinations of ( P D , LD, HD) are considered under population model HPM. Under PEM0, we assess the type I error rate of HAP-C-PAT. The results in table 4 show that almost all of the actual type I error rates are within two standard errors of the nominal 0.05, signifying the validity of the test. We further investigate the type I error rates under the two other population models, PSM and AMM, and once again the type I error rates are all reasonably close to the nominal (rows PEM0 of table 5 ).
For power comparison, PEM1 and PEM2 are used. We analyze the data using both HAP-C-PAT (taking the entire sample, complete and incomplete families, into consideration) and HAP-PAT (using only the complete families, i.e., excluding the incomplete families). 3 show the results when the family samples are generated under population model HPM: actual power for either single-marker analysis or haplotype analysis is plotted against incomplete family rate. Figure 2 focuses on the same three ( P D , LD, HD) combinations as in figure 1 (only varying HD), while figure 3 concentrates on the four combinations with varying LD patterns. It is observed from these figures that the power for detecting parent-of-origin effects under PEM2 is higher than under PEM1 for each corresponding setting, consistent with the observations made from figure 1 . In general, HAP-C-PAT, which uses data from all families, is more powerful than its counterpart HAP-PAT, which only uses data from complete families. By comparing the results in figure 3 for different marker/disease-locus LD patterns, we find that the powers of the tests would reduce when the degree of LD decreases and the other parameters remain the same. We can also see that the relative performance of single-marker analysis and haplotype analysis depends strongly on the LD pattern. For marker/disease-locus LD patterns 1 and 3 (the DSL is in LD only with single marker SNP 3), the single-marker analysis has almost the same power as ( table 5 rows  PEM1 and PEM2 ). More specifically, since the data generated under PSM is with LD1 (single marker/diseaselocus complete LD) in the subpopulation with a larger proportion, it is not surprising to see that the powers with single-marker analysis are almost the same as with haplotype analysis. On the other hand, under AMM, the population is with LD2 (complete haplotype/disease association), and as such, the powers with haplotype analysis are obviously higher than with single-marker analysis.
Discussion
There is an increasing consensus among human geneticists that it would be feasible and economical to incorporate missing data into tests for parent-of-origin effects. For late-onset diseases, sibships with only one parent or no parents available, are common. Because one cannot study parent-of-origin effects when both parents are missing [10] , in the current paper, we develop the HAP-1-PAT to test for parent-of-origin effects for incomplete nuclear families with only one parent available in the framework of haplotype analysis. We further propose the HAP-C-PAT to incorporate data from both complete and incomplete families, which is more powerful than either HAP-PAT or HAP-1-PAT alone by making full usage of genetic information.
It is observed from the results in tables 3-5 that HAP-PAT and HAP-C-PAT are valid tests when the missingness of parental genotype data is independent of parental affection status, even though the probability of missingness may be sex dependent. However, affected children inherit the disease allele more likely from a parent who is affected. To this end, we investigate how sex and affection status dependent willingness of parents to participate in a study may affect the performance of these two tests. Two missing scenarios are considered [11] : (a) the whole family tends to be missing when the affected parent is less willing to participate in the study, where the willingness is sex dependent, and (b) only parents less willing to participate in the study tend to be missing and such missingness is both sex and affection status dependent. Under the population stratification demographic model, we evaluate the actual sizes of HAP-PAT (only using the complete families) and HAP-C-PAT (using both the complete and incomplete families) under both missing scenarios. Our findings (results not shown) indicate that both HAP-C-PAT and HAP-PAT control the size well for different affection status-and sex-dependent preference scenarios, even when the affection status dependency is extreme.
One alternative, and potentially more efficient statistic is the numerator of HAP-C-PAT alone, which we call HAP-C-PAT-NUM. In most of the cases investigated in this paper, we find that HAP-C-PAT-NUM is more powerful than HAP-C-PAT for haplotype analysis, while HAP-C-PAT-NUM is slightly less powerful than HAP-C-PAT in most of the cases for single-marker analysis. However, when the incomplete family rate = 100%, the average difference in power between HAP-C-PAT-NUM and HAP-C-PAT is minuscule (less than 2%).
Computational consideration is another issue worth commenting. Due to the Monte Carlo procedure, the estimation of haplotype frequencies, and the calculations of global p values, there may be a significant demand in the running time and storage. However, practices for reducing the computational demand can be implemented. For example, for a marker combination that does not comprise all the markers, the corresponding haplotype frequencies can be deduced from the haplotype frequencies of all markers. That is, one may first estimate the haplotype frequencies for all m markers by the EM algorithm. Then the haplotype frequencies of all marker combinations comprising less than m markers follow as appropriate marginal distributions. Furthermore, in the EM algorithm, the incomplete nuclear families with missing father and those with missing mother need not be distinguished, and hence the algorithm can be greatly simplified. To reduce storage, each haplotype is saved as an integer number, rather than a vector of alleles. Finally, in calculating the global p values, we merely reassign the sexes of the parents but leave their genotypes unchanged for each permutation sample. This implies that we need not re-employ the EM algorithm to estimate the haplotype frequencies nor enumerate the haplotypes. In calculating the value of HAP-C-PAT for each permutation sample, we just exchange each heterozygous child's contribution to 'paternal column' and 'maternal column' for those families in which the parents' sexes are reversed, which makes the implementation simple and fast. Throughout this paper, we assume that genotypes at all marker loci are available for all individuals with observed data. However, in real data analyses, it is not uncommon that for some individuals in the sample the genotype data at one or more of the studied marker loci are missing. To deal with this problem, Ding et al. [17] suggested to impute the allele for an individual from the observed alleles in his/her parent or child at the same locus. The feasibility of adopting this method for HAP-C-PAT and its potential effect on the performance will be investigated in a future study.
Generally, haplotype analysis has been shown to have distinct advantages over single-marker analysis in genetic study of common diseases. In this paper, we also assess the statistical performance of single-marker analysis and haplotype analysis, which appears to be strongly dependent on the marker/disease-locus LD pattern, similar to the results in Becker et al. [3] . Prior to analysis it is usually unknown whether the DSL is only in LD with a single marker or in LD with a multiple-marker haplotype, so in general the haplotype analysis for all marker combinations is recommended, especially when the causative variants are not investigated directly or when there are multiple disease-causing alleles or even interactions between them. However, if it is certain from other studies that the disease locus is in LD with a single marker, then single-marker analysis is preferable because of its equally good performance as haplotype analysis and of its ease in dealing with this situation.
In this paper, we assume that Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) holds in estimating haplotype frequencies. Fallin and Schork [20] demonstrated that the EM algorithm is reasonably robust to departure from HWE, and there is no noticeable increase in errors even with extreme departure from HWE toward excess homozygosity. For the population stratification demographic model and assortative mating demographic model, we also find that the type I error rates of HAP-C-PAT stay close to the nominal even when HWE is violated.
